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Dear friends of Cockpit USA,
Welcome to this year’s issue of the Cockpit USA catalog. We are thrilled to present to you, our loyal and appreciated
customers, a range of exciting new additions to the catalog along with many updated and improved details to existing
garments. Of course,many of the long time Cockpit USA classic favorites have not changed.

Z2567MM
Antique Lamb
- brown

- black

It is with great pride that we produce each and every piece in our collections with impeccable attention to detail and
uncompromising quality. Not only are our jackets pleasing to the eye on the outside, butyou will also find an entire
world of action going on within the inside too! From unique Cockpit USA designed and copyrighted map linings to
extra pockets, supple leathers, sumptuous sheepskins and comfort fit construction, our jackets cover all bases.
For over 35 years, our passion for history and belief in the importance of preserving our nation’s historical aviation
and military history goes above and beyond that of producing authentic aviation jackets. You will find that a majority
of our products are manufactured in the U.S.A. reflecting our passion to produce American quality made goods. Ever
devoted to our commitment to you as a customer, your satisfaction in our services is of paramount importance to us. If
you should ever have the need, please do not hesitate to give us a call or send us an email! All comments, questions and
queries are more than welcome and can only help us better serve you. Join the ranks of satisfied customers from Steve
Mcqueen, Christina Aguilera, and Arnold Schwarzenegger!
For More Cockpit USA products please shop online:
www.cockpitusa.com

jacky@cockpitusa.com

A true centerpiece of any leather jacket collection, the Antique Lamb A-2 is a rustic take on its WWII Government issue
counterpart. Modeled on the classic A-2, the outer shell of this version is constructed from 100% specially tanned antique
lamb. Designed to give a unique worn patina, the antiqued leather has natural graining and skin detail, naturally creasing
upon wear. Similar to the original A-2, the jacket boasts top and side entry pockets, a snap down collar, underarm ventilation grommets, leather epaulets along with knit cuffs and waistband. Other components include a hidden pen pocket
concealed under the left pocket flap and two inside chest pockets. A diamond quilted irridescent lining contains an allseason soft polyester insulation with an applique featuring two embroidered American flags and silk screened with similar
patriotic vintage historical embellishments.
Regular Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42), XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) $550.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) $620.00
Long Sizes: (M-2XL) $680.00 (3XL-5XL) $720.00

jeff@cockpitusa.com

~Proud Sponsors~
www.americanairpowermuseum.com

Lambskin

Personal Shopping at Cockpit USA

Z2011A
100 Mission A-2 Pilot’s jacket

Customers are welcome to the Cockpit USA showroom
located in Manhattan's Garment District for a consultation- tailored, fitted and unique to each individual. In
true hospitable American style, enjoy a mug of hot tea
or a cup of jo, a personal tour of the entire leather collection and an exclusive look at the newest additions to the
Cockpit USA collections.
Trade in PolicySend in your adult leather or sheepskin jacket with your
order along with your payment for a new regular priced
leather or sheepskin jacket and take a $100 dollar discount. We donate wearable jackets to charity so please do
not ask for your “trade in” back.

Prices subject to change without notice
How To Order:
By Mail : Fill Out the order form
completely. Be sure to include
your name, address, email & daytime telephone number to insure
proper delivery.

www.cockpitusa.com

Visit the Cockpit USA Headquarters
By Appointment Only:
212-575-1616
Store Hours: 10am - 5.30pm
Located at 15 West 39th St. 12th Fl.
New York NY, 10018

By Telephone: For fast service call
toll free at 1-800-354-5514 Prior to
calling please fill out order form.
Have your credit card information
handy. Call directly and a customer
rep. will assist you: 212-575-1616
X-29 Or we will call you back!

800.354.5514

By Fax: 212-575-1636 after completing the order form including your
credit card info. Please note all Fax
orders MUST INCLUDE a daytime
phone number for verification or the
order will not be processed.
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On the cover:

Z21C0071- Naval Aviator’s jacket- W/O Patches: Page 8
Z99E002- Barnstormer’s Pilot Cap: Page 27
Z94K004- Aviator’s Kit: Page 26

www.cockpitusa.com

During WWII, the ‘battle worn’ look of a pilot’s jacket was a visual reflection of his courage and bravery.
Recreating this effect, the ‘100 Mission’ jacket is crafted using antique lambskin which features purposely
made surface irregularities and natural graining to
recreate a weather-beaten appearance. With continued wear, the color of the leather will lighten and
its texture will become richer, adding to the vintage
characteristics of the jacket. The ‘100 Mission’ jacket
is manufactured according to A-2 military specified
detailing and does not contain fiberfill or bulky insulation, making it suitable for all seasons and particularly perfect for warmer climates. The jacket boasts side
entry hand warming pockets, an interior pocket and a
woven “equipment label” sewn into the lining.
Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42), XL(44-46),
2X(48-50) $500.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) $530.00

800.354.5514
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Z201036M
Top Gun Navy G-1

Z20105M
‘Navy G-1’ Jacket
Don't be fooled by copies or imports! Fashioned out of
100% antique lamb, bi-swing back for ease of movement, a
removable real mouton sheep collar, knit cuffs and waistband, top and side entry pockets (hidden not to detract
from the authentic look of the jacket), full zip front wind
flap, under arm grommets, two inside chest pockets. It also
has a beautiful fully embroidered lining including pilot’s
battle map and other historical items. This jacket is comfortably fitted so take your regular size. Available in Brown
or Black, the black version has a black mouton fur collar.
Don't be fooled by copies or imports!
Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42),
XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) : $640.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56): $720.00

Lambskin
Pin - Up Edition
Z21A001
"Second Chance Jackets
In salute to the WWII trend among pilots of painting
inspiring slogans and beautiful women on the noses of their
planes and backs of their jackets for good luck, Cockpit
USA created the popular “Pin-Ups” collection. This ‘Second Chance’ A-2 jacket is crafted from 100% antique lamb
and features a screen printed painting of the renowned
‘pair o’ dice’ and a flame haired vixen clad in leopard print
taken from the art found on a WWII Bomber destined for
scrap yards after the end of the war. The jacket also boasts
a Cockpit USA bar tab and is lined with an elaborately
embroidered pilot’s map. More than just a piece of clothing,
this jacket is a tribute to the creativity of
heroic pilots during the war.

The Top Gun G-1 is a jacket steeped in a proud sense of achievement. Adorned with authentically embroidered
patches which acknowledge the service history of the USN’s elite fighter jocks, this jacket was designed specifically
with Navy’s top fighters in mind. Crafted from 100% antique lamb, featuring a bi-swing back, a removable real
mouton shearling collar, top and side entry front pockets, two interior pockets, a full zipper over a front wind flap,
underarm grommets for ventilation along with wool-nylon blend knit cuffs and waistband. A copyrighted and intricate adaptation of a WWII pilot’s escape evasion map lines the interior while the exterior boasts squadron patches
and a naval aviator blood chit on the back. This jacket has a comfortable fit, so ordering your regular size is recommended. Available in black and brown. Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42), XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) $790.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) $850.00
Z2129V The Stearman Leather Vest

Lambskin

Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42),
XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) : $640.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56): $720.00

Z21A002
‘Las Vegas Lady’ Jacket
Made up of 100% antique lamb, the authentic A-2 jacket
features a screen printed Las Vegas Pin-Up girl taken from
the art found on a WWII Bomber. The jacket also boasts a
Cockpit USA bar tab and is lined with an elaborately embroidered pilot’s map copyrighted by Cockpit USA. More
than just a piece of clothing, this jacket is a tribute to the
creativity of dedicated pilots during the war.
Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42),
XL(44-46), 2X(48-50): $640.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56): $720.00

www.cockpitusa.com

-Black

-Brown

Z21A001

800.354.5514

A true statement piece, the Stearman Leather Vest is a direct descendant of those worn by stunt pilots who flew
Barnstorming bi-planes in the 1920s and 1930s. Crafted from vintage lambskin, the vest boasts two zip close side
pockets, a left zip close chest pocket along with an interior chest pocket. Other features include a snap close frontal
flap over a full zipper, a luxurious knitted waistband and a nylon lining with the reproduction of the Cockpit Collection copyrighted pilot’s map. Available in black and brown.
Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42), XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) $380.00
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) $420.00

Z21A002
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www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z2129A
Cockpit Raider
Jacket

Z21K006
The General A-2

Originally created by Cockpit USA in 1979, and crafted from 100% vintage lambskin. The texture of the leather is rich
with natural graining characteristics. The zip top and side entry, corded pocket design on the front sets this jacket apart
from the rest. Styled in a military manner, the jacket also boasts an interior chest pocket, a bi-swing back for comfort
and ease of movement along with knit cuffs and waistband. The luxurious lining of the jacket boasts a beautifully intricate WWII Cockpit copyrighted pilot’s aviation map design. Available in black and brown leather and also available in
regular and long
Regular Sizes: XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42), XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) Retail: $540.00
		
3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) Retail: $600.00
Long sizes:
(M-2XL) Retail: 640.00
		
(3XL-5XL) Retail $700.00

This goatskin jacket pays homage to both the celebrated General Henry ‘Hap' Arnold and the B-25 bomber, the aircraft responsible for achieving the Allies first triumph over Fascism during WWII with its daring raid on Tokyo in April
1942. This particular A-2 boasts details which set it apart from the rest. Crafted from luxurious semi aniline goatskin, it
includes side entry welted pockets, a snap down collar, underarm ventilation grommets, leather epaulets along with knit
cuffs and waistband. The back features a hand silk screened artwork of the North American B-25 bomber used by the
General himself as his personal transport during WWII and now currently flying at the American Airpower Museum.
Cockpit USA's signature dedication to detail is seen on the inside lining with the fully hand embroidered certificate of
award issued to a B-25 pilot who served during WWII. Crafted impeccably both inside and out and imbued with a patriotic past, this aviation bomber jacket is a piece of wearable history. Sizes : (36-46) $580.00
(48-52) $650.00

Z21E002I
USS Forrestal Carrier Vietnam Flight Jacket

A hand treated vintage goatskin G-1 Naval Aviator's flight jacket stylized by a U.S.S Forrestal Navy fighter pilot who
would have removed the fur collar for more comfort in the hot weather and added a unique hand-painted leather appliqué designating the carrier's fleet number : CVA-59. On the back, a hand-blocked sketch of the actual ship and the famed
Tonkin Gulf Yacht Club patch signifying service off the coast of North Vietnam. The jacket features 1950 style pocket
flaps as well as the authentic insignia of fighter squadrons deployed on the U.S.S "Forrestal" aircraft carrier in 1967:
VF84 Jolly Rogers flying F-4B Phantoms and VF-41 Black Aces, also flying F-4 Phantoms. In addition, the right chest
features an original Vietnam era 1966 patch from VA65, an attack squadron which flew A6's off the U.S.S Forrestal.
Sizes: (34-46) $750.00
(48-52) $790.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z201036T:
‘Movie Heroes’
Navy G-1

Z21J003:
Tuskegee Jacket

This jacket is a Hollywood legend. Originally created in 1985, this unique vintage flight jacket starred in the iconic "Top
Gun" movie. Crafted from specially prepared vegetable tanned goatskin, the jacket is hand cut, sewn and aged to perfection. Based on early 60s specifications, the jacket features a light russet colored antiqued mouton collar, knitted waistband and cuffs, one interior snap close pocket, two outside button patch pockets. For added authenticity, the leather and
the insignia patches have been treated with a special vintage treatment, giving it a worn in patina. The jacket stays true
to its original 60s snug sizing, so ordering one size larger is recommended for a looser fit. Decorated with all 17 patches
and the USN Anchor pin, the aviation jacket conforms to the movie original and is an unsurpassed piece of naval and
movie history. Sizes : (36-46) $850.00
(48-52) $900.00 - Larger sizes can be special ordered.

Z21V65
New Flying Tigers

Goatskin

Z21A0241:
Classic Naval Aviator’s - Flight Jacket

A reinvigorated slant on the original, the New Flying Tigers flight jacket is a crafted to the authentic 1941 A-2 pattern
from veg tanned goatskin. This bomber jacket boasts hook and eye closure, top entry pockets, a snap down collar, underarm ventilation grommets, leather epaulets, russet brown lining along with knit cuffs and waistband. True to the original
there are no side entry or interior pockets. What sets the jacket apart from the rest is the collar stand and slightly longer
collar points along with a gold threaded 1942 emblem of the 14th US Army Airforce on the left shoulder which indicated
that the pilot was a member of the US Army Airforces after America officially joined the war against Japan . Hand
cut and sewn in the Cockpit USA A-2 government factory where the outerwear supplied to the government is made,
this jacket has a Hell's Angel emblem on the chest in appliquéd leather indicating the pilot was a member of the Third
Squadron of the original Flying Tigers. A blood chit on the back featuring the American Volunteer Group insignia and
the interior features a silk like embroidered rendition of the AVG Flying Tigers motif. A commemoration of American
fighter pilots who volunteered for China prior to America's entry into WWII, this jacket personalizes their courage and
bravery.
Sizes : (36-46) $650.00
(48-52) $670.00

www.cockpitusa.com

Commissioned by an original Tuskegee pilot belonging to the Long Island, NY chapter and developed jointly with Cockpit USA, the first company to ever produce a jacket of this kind in the 80s, the new Tuskegee Airmen aviation jacket
represents this group of pilots’ bravery, their planes and different squads. Crafted from supple brown goatskin to the
pattern of the current issue A-2 model (Cockpit USA makes for the U.S. Air Force, this jacket boasts two front snap close
flap pockets, epaulettes, knitted cuffs and waist band along with an array of intricately embroidered patches on both
sleeves and a specially designed, grand victory ‘V’ back patch which includes all the airplanes flown by these airmen.
Along with two interior pockets, twin pen pockets and a blank name patch, the interior boasts a piece saluting the accomplishments of the Tuskegee Airmen, not only in the skies but also for breaking through the racial barriers of the time
with success. Sizes : (36-46) $640.00
		
(48-52) $700.00 (Long sizes made upon demand)

800.354.5514
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Goatskin

You would be forgiven for thinking that this Vintage G-1 is a preserved gem from the 1940s. Initially hand treated to
create the illusion of years of wear according to formulas developed over 35 years, this G-1 jacket also features a purposely-aged mouton shearling collar and is crafted from specially prepared goatskin for its unique antique look. The jacket
boasts the same type of main garment label on the interior as the pre-WWII original along with decorations of vintage
embroidered squadron M-422A patches from the 50s and 60s for a father to son hand-me-down effect. The Vintage G-1
serves as more than just a jacket due to the colorful past of its original and artful craftsmanship.
Sizes : (36-46) $690.00
Sizes: (36-46) $620.00
(48-52) $730.00
(48-52) $690.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z2108
U.S. Navy Issue Mil Spec G-1
Navy G-1

A timeless classic, the U.S. regulation Navy Issue G-1 is crafted
from 100% goatskin and manufactured to military specified
patterns and is currently supplied by Cockpit to U.S. Navy
and Coast Guard and special operation units as well as foreign
countries which demand the original. The jacket features a biswing back for comfort and ease of movement, top entry front
flap pockets, a large interior, snap close chest pocket. The full
frontal wind flap is stamped with USN. Underarm grommets for
ventilation, nylon lining along with wool blend knit cuffs and
waistband complete the picture. One change we have implemented is using the originally specified genuine silky lambswool
shearling mouton collar like that of the WWII era version for a
more luxurious finish instead of the currently specified synthetic
acrylic collar. As this jacket is sized according to military specifications, ordering one size larger is recommended for a looser fit
or your regular size for a true to size fit. Available in regular and
long sizes.
Regular Sizes : (36-46) $450.00
Long: $550.00
(48-52) $470.00 		
$570.00
		
(54-60) $530.00
		
$600.00

Z2111M
Type 440 USN 1930’s Open Cockpit
Navy Figher Pilot’s Carrier Jacket

Z21V41
U.S.A.F. 21’st. Century A-2

According to comments made by Air Force pilots who
requested practical modifications of the original re-issue
1987 version of the A-2 flight jacket, the Official USAF 21st
Century A-2 is a contemporary version of the original classic Government Issue jacket. Crafted from deluxe military
original specified goatskin leather, the 21st Century A-2 is
tailored to serve present-day pilot requirements. The new
features include hand warming pockets, underneath flap
pockets, interior lining pockets and a hidden inside pen
pocket. The Official USAF 21st Century A-2 jacket retains
all the authentic charm of the original while catering to modern conveniences, making it perfect for every day wear. This
jacket is cut to a somewhat fuller fit, so ordering your regular
size is recommended.
Regular Sizes : (36-46) $410.00
		
(48-52) $450.00
		
(54-60) $480.00

Long: (36-46) $480.00
(48-52) $510.00
(54-60) $540.00

Goatskin

Z21F008
Vintage Roughneck Oil Driller

Goatskin
Z21D009G
Pearl Harbor

This Type 440 jacket is a true relic of the 1930s when
pilots were still flying open cockpit bi-plane fighters and
is designed to provide the comfort, protection and ease of
movement needed to endure those times. Crafted from the
finest dark brown semi aniline goatskin and adorned with
unique USN specified diamond shaped, reinforced elbow
patches, the jacket features concealed side entry pockets,
an interior chest pocket and adjustable buttoned cuffs with
zipper sleeve closures. Lined with a smooth nylon twill military spec material and finished with a straight cut leather
bottom, this jacket is a handsome jacket perfectly suited for
both casual and more formal occasions.
Sizes : (36-46) $570.00
(48-52) $650.00
(54-60) $700.00

www.cockpitusa.com

Reminiscent of a time past when only the finest materials
were used in manufacturing work clothing for rugged use,
this jacket is inspired by the hardwearing leathers worn by
workers who built oil and gas drilling sites in West Texas,
Pennsylvania, Ohio and Alaska during the 1930s and
1940s. Crafted from specifically selected premium goatskin, this jacket has a luxuriously supple feel with a special vintage look you will only find at Cockpit USA. The
straight bottom and cuff cut of the jacket make it an easy
to wear piece for any occasion with an added roughneck,
vintage twist!
Sizes: XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42),
XL(44-46), 2X(48-50) $730.00
Special Order: 3X(50-52), 4X(54), 5X(56) $780.00

800.354.5514
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Worn by the few Army Air Corps fighter pilots who managed to take flight on December 7th 1941, this jacket is testament to the bravery shown on that unforgetable day when Pearl Harbor was attacked by the Japanese. Crafted from
veg tanned russet colored goatskin, this jacket boasts a solid brass zipper, collar stand, hook and eye closure, a snap
down collar, under arm ventilation grommets, leather epaulets, russet brown lining along with knit cuffs and waistband. In addition to the top snap down pockets, this updated jacket has additional side entry and interior pockets for
increased comfort. Used by the Army Air Corps in the 1930s, this jacket features the pre war contour flap pocket but
is otherwise unadorned for those who prefer the classic pre-war A-2 look.
Sizes : (36-46)$410.00
(48-52) $450.00
Special Order:(54-60) $480.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z2107H
WWII Government Issue A-2

Z21V60
‘Flying Tigers’
23rd Fighter Group Jacket

www.cockpitusa.com

Awarded over 100 military decorations including the
Medal of Honor from the US, this A-2 was made famous by
General Douglas MacArthur who wore his custom madehorsehide A-2. Manufactured with hard wearing military
grade horsehide as originally specified in 1931, the leather
shows the same natural creases, folds and graining details
as those worn in the Army Air Corps of 1931 to 1939 and
the WWII Army Air Forces. Lined with authentic russet
brown polly cotton and featuring top entry pockets, a snap
down collar with hook and eye closure, underarm ventilation grommets, specification knit cuffs and waistband,
leather epaulets and a brass zipper under the front storm
flap, the A-2 is symbolic of its once extraordinary owners
and a proud American legacy. Available in regular and long
sizes, the jacket is cut true to size.
Regular Sizes : (36-46) $520.00
		
(48-52) $550.00
		
(54-60) $600.00
Long Sizes:
(40-46) $560.00
		
(48-52) $600.00
		
(54-60) $650.00

Horeshide

Z21A026
Vintage Motorcross

The pilots and the crew men of the American Volunteer
Group (AVG) otherwise known as the ‘Flying Tigers’
formed prior to America’s entry into WWII, and which
later become the 23rd Fighter Group are the living historical figures behind this authentic replica A-2 jacket. The
first covert fighting force was born out of American desire
to accelerate participation in the war against the Japanese.
Specifically to help the Chinese defend against the Japanese aggression, the AVG saved thousands of lives. After
America’s entry into WWII, the AVG was absorbed into
the US Army Air Force, ultimately becoming the 23rd
Fighter Group of the 14th Air Force. Decorated with an
original Flying Tiger 23rd Fighter group emblem on the
front, an antique silver thread bullion China Burma India
patch on the right sleeve, indicating their area of operations, a Flying Tigers 14th Air Force bullion badge on
the left shoulder sleeve and featuring an authentic China
Burma India Leather appliqué blood chit on the back (image below), this particular A-2 jacket is steeped in history.
Crafted from 100% North American horsehides using 1941
vintage military sizing specification,the cut is snug therefore a larger size is recommended for a looser, more comfortable fit.
Sizes : (36-46) $690.00
(48-52) $740.00

800.354.5514

Z21E004
Airborne 506
"Band of Brothers" A-2
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Crafted from russet brown American horsehide and
emblazoned with the 506 PIR emblem, this flight jacket is a
grand replica of the 1941 original in both color and texture.
Issued to officers of the early U.S. Airborne units first
constituted in 1942, this particular jacket and its insignia is
nicknamed after the ‘Currahees’, the Apache word for
‘We Stand Alone Together’, the Airborne 506th Parachute
Infantry Regiment. It gained notoriety in popular culture
by virtue of Steven Ambrose’s novel and film adaptation,
Band of Brothers. Historically, the unit fought in major
battles including D-Day and the Battle of the Bulge and
captured Hitler’s mountain hideout in 1945. The Cockpit
USA’s reproduction of the 506th A-2 features the same ‘pair
o’dice’ insignia, sewn throughthe lining as was done with the
original for added authenticity.
Sizes: (36-46) $540.00
(48-52) $600.00

Goatskin

- Brown

- Black

Perfectly recreated according to historical original leather jackets of the period, the Vintage Motorcross ‘Goodwood’
Motorcycle Racing Jacket is a testament to true craftsmanship. Manufactured from aged horsehide cut to the same slim
fit as styles of the 30s, 40s and 50s, this jacket features double side belted straps and buckles along with zipper sleeve cuffs
and zippered front pockets. Lined with quilted diamond rayon blend satin as homage to the original, this jacket also
boasts a wrap around, snap close throat latch; a necessity for any true racing enthusiast. An exquisitely made portrayal of
an English style, which was later adopted by American bike racers, this jacket makes a timeless fashion statement and is
tailored to a slim fit. Available in black and dark brown.
Sizes: XS-2XL $600.00
3XL- 6XL $700.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z2702
Leather 'B-15'

Cowhide
- Brown

Z26A006C
M-43 Jacket

- Black

Modeled after the issued textile flight jackets that started to see service in 1944 on WWII Army Air Force pilots and
aircrew, this leather B-15 jacket is an impressive recreation of a timeless classic. Crafted from oiled deer tanned cowhide,
the leather is magnificently supple yet hardwearing. This jacket features a range of luxurious details including a real
mouton, shearling collar which is fully removable, an authentic oxygen mask tab and a zip-out quilted poly-fill vest liner
insulated for added warmth which can be removed and worn separately as a style statement. The jacket also features two
snap close side entry front pockets, interior pocket, full front wind flap, pen pocket on the left sleeve along with wool and
nylon blend knit cuffs and waistband. Available in black and brown.

Z2979N
Cotton A-2 Jacket

First introduced in 1944 on the beaches of Normandy, the
M-43 field jacket was a second skin to the brave GI’s of
the Allied American Armies. The Cockpit Omaha Beach
M-43 presents the jacket in its simplest form. Reproduced
according to the style of the 1940s original, this jacket
is crafted from high-count 100% dense cotton poplin and
boasts interior pockets and a soft cotton military specified
label. Available in 1944 D-Day. Olive and Khaki. Imported
Sizes : XS-3XL $140.00

Textile Outerwear

Sizes: XS-2XL $600.00
3XL- 6XL $700.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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The Cockpit USA All Cotton ‘100 Mission’ A-2 jacket is a lightweight alternative to its leather cousin created in 1979 by
Cockpit USA. Crafted from tightly woven cotton twill, the jacket features snap close top and side entry pockets, epaulets, an interior chest pocket, a washable leather snap down collar and shoulder tabs along with knit cuffs and waistband.
Lined with cotton which boasts a silk screened patriotic citation design, the jacket also boasts other details including a
Cockpit USA I.D. leather bar tab on the left chest, a full frontal zipper under a wind flap, a hidden pen pocket under the
left pocket flap and underarm ventilation grommets. This jacket is the ideal substitute for the leather version while in
warmer climates. Available in khaki and black. Imported. Sizes :
XS-2XL $140.00
									
3XL-5XL $160.00

www.cockpitusa.com

800.354.5514
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Z26L008
M-65 Jacket

Z21821N
Wool Lined WWII American Tanker
During WWII, an innovative and more practical jacket was
designed for American armored vehicle crewmen and army
tank crews in Europe. This tanker jacket went on to become
very popular with Air Force pilots as well as airborne paratroopers due to its comfort and warmth from a wool blanket
lining. The American Tanker Jacket features two front hand
warming slash pockets, a frontal brass zipper along with knit
collar, cuffs and waistband, and two interior slash pockets.
The outer shell is crafted from 100% cotton and boasts shoulder pleats and a bi-swing back for ease and comfort of movement. An authentic replica of an iconic WWII style, this slim
fit jacket is perfect for those who expect nothing less than
the best.
Sizes: (XS-2X) $230.00
(3X-5X) $260.00

A handsome example of armed forces attire at its finest, the
Cockpit USA M-65 is an impeccably tailored and truly authentic U.S. Army field coat made to 1965 military spec in the original OG107 olive color. A highly prized and timeless style, the
M-65 jacket has made silverscreen appearances on Hollywood
stars Robert de Niro in the movie Taxi Driver and Al Pacino
in Serpico. Originally worn by American troops from the 1960s
through to the 1990s, this rugged field jacket is crafted from
wind and water-repellant cotton/nylon nyco sateen and features four oversized bellows snap down pockets, a Velcro close
throat latch, epaulets, a bi-swing back for ease and comfort of
movement and a zippered collar containing a hidden, extendable hood, and extended cuffs for hand protection. Which are
adjustableusing velcro closures.
Sizes: (XS-2X) $250.00

Textile Outerwear

Z32C001
Flight Suit

Z26L007
M-51 U.S. Army Field Jacket

Textile

Regarded as the first official upgrade on the field
jacket style since 1943, this stately Cockpit USA
recreation of the M-51 is unparalleled in authenticity. Crafted from high-count 100% nyco sateen cotton
poplin with four large snap close front flap pockets,
this jacket also features epaulets, a dual zip and snap
front closure, pull string waist and hem along with two
interior pockets for full functionality.
ECLUSIVE ITEM!
Sizes: (XS-2X) $225.00

Based on the design of one of the CWU-27/P current issue flight suit, this garment is truly a slice of service history.
Tailored to the CWU military specifications, this flight suit is crafted from 100% comfortable cotton poplin and features six large zip close pockets, a stationary pocket along with velcro closures at the cuffs and waist. Suitable for all
seasons, the suit also boasts a full zip closure at the leg cuff along with a regulation size, velcro I.D. patch on the left
chest. A versatile piece, this flight suit is ideal as a hardwearing piece for the great outdoors, D.I.Y. around the house
or even as a costume for a fancy dress party. .Available in Khaki and Sage, Imported.
Sizes : (36-46) $99.00

www.cockpitusa.com
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Z2202
Wep USN USMC Jacket

A favorite amongst the fighter pilots of the U.S.
Navy and the United States Marine Corps during
the 1950s, 60s and 70s. The outer shell of this WEP
USN USMC Jacket is crafted from military specified
nylon oxford and is lined with quilted nylon lining
filled with polyester fibre-fill. The jacket features
two large snap close front cargo pockets, a snap close
pocket on the left sleeve, a velcro chest patch, knit
cuffs, an elasticized waistband and a bi-swing back
for ease and comfort of movement. Nicknamed the
‘Marine Corps Harrier Pilot’s Second Skin’, this
jacket is likely to become a treasured piece in any
collection
Sizes : (36-46) $210.00
(48-52) $230.00
(54-60) $260.00

Z2213
B-15
Jacket

NEED bLUE

This jacket replaced the leather A-2 as standard issue for aircrew and pilots after 1943. Jacket features USA military
flight satin nylon shell with synthetic fur collar and is insulated with a polyester fiberfill. Other details include a front
zipper over a wind flap, two snap close side entry pockets, oxygen masks tabs, knit cuffs and waistband, sleeve pen/
pencil pocket, inside chest pocket and the Air Force Wing & Star embroidered patch on the left sleeve. Available in
Blue & Olive. Sizes : XS(34), S(36), M(38-40), L(42),
			
XL(44-46), 2XL(48-50) $220.00
			
3XL - 5XL (
)
$250.00

Z241009
WEP Jacket With Patches

Textile
Z24E0041
G-1 Jacket With Patches

A jacket which has truly evolved from its beginnings as a survival suit liner, the Cockpit USA WEP bomber is a
reproduction of the USN and USMC original, complete with the contemporary addition of an array of patches reproduced from a vintage jacket found in Jeff Clyman’s personal collection. Crafted from luxurious woven Nylon this
jacket boasts two large front snap close pockets, a button close collar, two interior pockets along with knit cuffs and
collar alongside cotton twill trimming.
Sizes : (36-46) $370.00
(48-52) $378.00

www.cockpitusa.com
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Nylon Jackets

Guaranteed to make a statement, this jacket is an original Cockpit USA interpretation of a G-1. Made from 100%
nylon flight satin of the most superb quality, this jacket is decorated with an array of embroidered emblems on the
chest, sleeves and back including the ‘Sky Warriors’, eagle and anchor, ‘Air Transport Squadron’ and other decorative
patches representing different task forces and groups. Along with the sumptuous real fur collar, this bomber boasts two
front button close pockets, knit cuffs and waistband and a quilted interior lining. The interior features one pocket and
a stunning silk screened and embroidered ‘The Nation Salutes You’ certificate specially designed by Cockpit USA.
Sizes : (36-46) $370.00

www.cockpitusa.com
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Z2285
USN Fighter Wepons Jacket

Z2214
CWU-55P (Cold Weather Jacket)

TW

EI
G
H

T

An alternative take on the traditional version,
this MA-1 was commissioned by a foreign allied
Air Force with specific details required for their
needs. The addition of epaulettes forthe attachment of rank sets this jacket apart from the
original. Crafted from woven Nylon, this jacket
boasts two angled snap close, front flap pockets,
knit cuffs and waistband, a zip close and pen
pocket on the left sleeve along with a blank Velcro patch for the attachment of name and rank
of pilot on the left chest. The interior is reversible to orange survival lining of the original and
has two interior pockets. Imported.

LI
G
H
Elegant and yet casual, the USN Fighter Weapons Jacket is
ideal for everyday wear. Designed to a pattern similar to that
of the current CWU-36P fire retardant military flight jacket,
this version is also crafted from military specified tightly woven yet lightweight nylon satin. The jacket features two hold
-all, velcro close cargo pockets, a zip close stationary pocket
on the left sleeve, a large specification label on the nylon
lining, knit cuffs and waistband. We have retained a feature,
that was discontinued by the U.S. Air Force and Navy in the
1990s, the bi-swing action back for total ease and comfort of
movement. This product is NOT fire retardant. Available in
sage and black. Sizes: (XS-2XL) $200.00
			
(3XL-5XL) $220.00

Z243500
Cockpit MA-1 Jacket

Sizes: (XS-3XL) $125.00
Created specifically for cooler climates, the CWU-55P
Cold Weather Jacket is an ideal addition to any winter
wardrobe. Crafted from military specified flight satin nylon with a quilted poly-fill insulation lining, this jacket is
a true thermal warmer! Based on the design of the fire retardant Air Force CWU-45P jacket, this civilian version
features two large velcro close front pouch pockets, a zip
close stationary pocket on the left sleeve, a heavy-duty
frontal zipper over a wind flap, knit cuffs and waistband
along with a bi-swing back for ease and comfort of movement. This jacket is an impressive replica of today’s jet
fighter pilot’s flight jacket. This product is NOT fire retardant. Available in sage and black. (XS-2XL) $210.00
			
(3XL-5XL) $270.00

Nylon Jackets

UPA-201
Kids MA-1
Jacket

Worn by varius armed forces and originally adapted by the U.S. Air Force in 1950. This iconic nylon jacket was also
used in the 1980’s by U.S. Army helicopter crews and is known as the “Nylon Pilot’s Jacket”. Designed in nylon flight
satin boasting a bright ornange lining for survial purposes, pilots would turn the jacket inside out to make them visible
to rescue crews. This jacket features flap snap warmer pockets, two interior snap pockets , and a left exterior pencil, pen
and “cigarette” zipper sleve pocket. Complete with knit waist, collar, and cuffs, this rugged jacket used by military and
para military orignizations is available in classic Air Force sage & Spec Ops OD black. -Imported
Sizes : (XS-L) $69.95
(2X) $79.95

www.cockpitusa.com

Z24K011
New MA-1 Jacket
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Nylon Jackets

Our kids’ MA-1 is guaranteed to delight any youngster and makes a great gift item. Made from sage green flight nylon
twill in authentic Air Force Sage Green and lined with survival orange, the jacket replicates the Air Force MA-1 flight
jacket in service from the late 1940’s through 1970’s. Kids will love it. It is poly filled insulated and just right for cool days.
With knit cuffs, waist band and collar. -Imported
Sizes : Infant (12m - 24m) $59.00
Toddler (2T - 4T) $59.00
Kids(4-14)
$69.00

www.cockpitusa.com
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Z2109
R.A.F. Sheepskin Bomber

Designed according to the 1938 Irvin Airchute Co.
pattern, the British Royal Air Force Sheepskin Flying
Jacket represents the epitome of English heroism during WWII. Worn over London skies by English fighter
pilots flying Spitfire and Hurricane fighters in air battles
against Nazi forces, this bomber jacket provided the
warmth and freedom of movement needed during combat. Crafted from hand cut, supple sheepskin pelts,
this historical piece boasts original details including the
leather belt closure, zippered cuffs, leather welted seams,
underarm ventilation grommets, an interior canvas
equipment pouch and a full frontal zipper over a wind
flap. The jacket is updated with Cockpit modern additions of side entry hand warming pockets, which make it
wearable and convenient in cold weather. Custom sizes
can also be ordered.
Sizes : 36-46		
$1,250.00
48-52		
$1,360.00
54-60		
$1,470.00

Z203615
B-3 Hooded Sheepskin Bomber

Long Sizes: (40-46) $1,250.00
(48-52) $1,300.00
(54-60) $1,390.00

Shearlings

Shearlings
Z2103
The General B-3 Bomber

Z2102
The Original Cockpit B-3 Bomber
Brought into service around 1934 and a firm favorite among bomber crews during WWII, the sturdy
B-3 bomber jacket was originally designed for both
open cockpit and high altitude flying in the 1930s.
Crafted from thick supple shearling skins with a
nappa leather finished exterior developed by Jeff
Clyman in the late 1970’s and based on the originals
issued in WWII, the Original Cockpit Bomber B-3
features leather welted seams, a heavy duty frontal
zipper over a wind flap, authentic custom made
metal buckles built for hard wear. In 1978 Cockpit
USA added side entry hand warmer pockets updating the jacket to contemporary standards. Available
in regular and long sizes.
Regular Sizes : 36-46 $990.00
		
48-52 $1,050.00
		
54-60 $1,180.00
Long Sizes :
		
		

To accommodate harsh winter weather, Cockpit USA
has modified the B-3 Bomber with the addition of a
shearling, real coyote fur trimmed hood to add extra
warmth and protection from the elements. Aside from
this luxurious detachable zippered hood, the jacket retains all the original features of our standard B-3 including leather welted seams, a heavy duty frontal zipper over
a wind flap, authentic custom made metal buckles for
hard wear, along with the 1978 Cockpit USA addition of
side entry hand warming pockets bringing the jacket up
to date. Available in regular and long sizes.
Regular Sizes: (36-46) $1,180.00
(48-52) $1,250.00
(54-60) $1,320.00

George S. Patton was one of World War II’s most famous
American generals. His trademarks were his two 1876
single action Army ivory handled Colt 45 pistols worn on
each hip and his custom design B-3 sheepskin jacket. We
have carefully reproduced his jacket. Today, the B-3 has
become the ultimate jacket for warmth and winter weather
protection. Our replica of his B-3 jacket is individually
hand cut, stitched, and finished by American Craftsmen,
using shearling pelts chosen for thickness, texture and
warmth. Features epaulets for shoulder rank, horsehide
leather arm reinforcements and side entry hand warmer
pockets. A true work of art.
Sizes: (36-46) $1,100.00
(48-52) $1,160.00
(54-60) $1,220.00

40-46 $1,100.00
48-52 $1,150.00
54-60 $1,320.00
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Z42633
AN-J-4 Jacket

Z2126
B-26 Shearling Winter Weight Jacket
Due to popular demand, Cockpit USA has officially brought back the ultimate in shearling flight
jackets, the B-26 originally created in the 1970’s by
Jeff Clyman. Combining specifically selected ultra
soft pelts and rich brown leather, this jacket is perfect for those who want military style and fashion
driven outerwear that is completely functional.
The short cut styling and full raglan sleeves have
been crafted for less bulk, increased comfort and
easier, all purpose wearability. Boasts a close throat
buckle latch and two snap down front pockets
along knit waistband and cuffs.
Sizes: (36-46) $1,050.00
(48-52) $1,100.00
(54-60) $1,150.00

In an impressive joint venture between the Army
Air Force and the US Navy, the AN-J-4 saw action
in both units. Employed by USN crews piloting patrol bombers in the hunt for U-boats in the Atlantic, this jacket is effectively the Navy’s version the
Army Air Force’s B-3 Bomber. The AN-J-4 Cold
Weather Shearling jacket features all the same
design aspects as the original, including knit cuffs
within the sleeve openings, a button close throat
latch and button close front pockets along with the
modern Cockpit’s incorporation of side entry pockets added for contemporary wear. The uniqueness
of the garment is in its ability to combine leather
and shearling in one.
Sizes: (36-46) $1,190.00
(48-52) $1,300.00
(56-40) $1,400.00

Shearlings
Z2105
B-9

www.cockpitusa.com

Shearlings

Specifically tailored to those of an adventurous
inclination, the B-9 American Shearling Jacket boasts
all the outstanding aspects of the B-3 along with additional details including a bi-swing back for comfort
and ease of movement, side entry pockets along with
heavy duty zippers and zip cuffs. The jacket also
features a buckled leather collar strap and side waist
belts for a custom fit. Perfect for revving down the
highway on a custom Harley, flying an open cockpit
stunt plane for kicks or riding an ATV over rugged
terrain; this jacket can certainly hold its own.
Sizes: (36-46) $1,120.00
(48-52) $1,240.00
(56-40) $1,360.00

800.354.5514
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Z213374
1941 Pearl Harbor B-3 Jacket

www.cockpitusa.com

The ultimate collector’s B-3 shearling flight jacket,
patterned after the early 1942 issue russet colored
jacket. The shearling pelts are specially hand selected and matched for authentic vintage coloring.
There may be shading on the color just as in the
original. This historical jacket features the single
horsehide front patch pocket, horsehide covered reinforced sleeves and shoulder tabs on which officers
rank may be attached. Vintage labeling and heavy
latigo leather belting straps on each side of the waist
and heavy belting straps around the snap down
shearling collar (another original feature) make this
a classic must have. Fits and looks like it just came
out of the factory in 1942.
Sizes: (36-46) $1,350.00
(48-52) $1,440.00
(54-60) $1,500.00

800.354.5514
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W201036
Top Gun Flight Jacket

Authentically patterned after the classic Navy
flight jacket, constructed of supple vintage & treated
antique lambskin while boasting a shearling mouton
fur collar. This top gun is the perfect fit for today’s
adventurous woman, slim fitting and features a
nastalogic insignia reminiscent of the iconic Top Gun
movie. Sizes : XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $650.00

A feminine take on the traditional G-1 bomber,
this Naval fighter pilot’s jacket is a perfect combination of hardy quality and sumptuous luxury.
Crafted from vintage antique lamb and lined with
the unique copyrighted Cockpit USA Escape map
design, this jacket boasts a plush mouton shearling
fur collar, featuring side entry pockets and a slim
fit. Sizes : XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $570.00

Women's Wear
W2129
A-2 Jacket

Timeless in style and elegant in design, the Women’s
Jacket is crafted from soft and supple lambskin. This
jacket is specifically tailored to a feminine fit and
features a hard wearing zipper under the front storm
flap along with knit cuffs and waistband. While the
interior of the jacket displays a beautifull lining, its
exterior is adorned with silver and gold threaded emblem of the South Pacific flyers in recognition of the
bravery of women during the war, and the American
aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart.
Sizes : XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $570.00

www.cockpitusa.com

Slim fitting vintage leather coat crafted from
soft lambskin. Inspired by Amelia Earheart’s
transcontinental,international, and public apperances
in the 1930’s
Sizes: XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $830.00
W21C002B
Black Cowhide Leather
Sizes: XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $830.00

WZ2N100
B-3 Bomber
Jacket

W2567
WASP
Flight
Jacket

Inspired by custom made WASP pilots (Women’s
Air Service Pilots) jacket’s during WWII, the soft
lambskin offers traditional A-2 patch pockets with
additional custom side entry pockets while the soft
liner features a beautifuly embroidered patriotic
motif. Sizes : XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $570.00

800.354.5514

W21G001
Amelia Flight
Jacket

W21C002
Amelia Trench Jacket

W201035
Women’s
G-1
Jacket
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Women's Wear

WZ1A002
Motor Cycle Cafe
Racer Jacket

The Iconic B-3 American Shearling tailored especially for women offered in soft supple double faced
Shearling, featuring a belted collar and waist straps
for those cold winter days. Authentic exterior identical to those worn by Women Air Service Pilots in
WWII. Featuring a belted collar and waist straps for
those cold winter days
Sizes: XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $ 870.00

www.cockpitusa.com

As worn by Amelia Earhart, the leading lady of aviation
during the 1920s and 1930s, this flight jacket is a beautiful recreation of the original. Handcrafted from supple,
veg tanned lambskin, the jacket features similar details as
those on Amelia’s , including traditional two patch pockets,
a side entry pocket along with knit cuffs and waistband.
Complete with brass zipper, this jacket is contemporary in
style and perfect for everyday wear.
Sizes: XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $640.00

Crafted from the softest calfskin, offered in dark
brown and midnight black. The ruggid yet chic
racer features adjustable waist bands, and functional zip sleeves. Available in Brown and Black.
Sizes: XS, S, M L, XL, 2X $550.00

800.354.5514
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Accessories:

Goggles & Pilot's Scarf

Utilitary Totes

Nylon Aviaotor’s Kit :

Universal
Digital
Camouflage
Z94K004: 			
Z94K006:
$70.00 *Desert Camouflage
$35.00 *Woodland
Camouflauge
A current issue carry all to the U.S. military is perfect for a modern day carry all. Available in: Desert, Olive,Woodlanddigital,
and Universal Digital-

Z99G016
The Destroyer
A multi functional nylon messenger
bag,complete with pen, ipod, and
phone pockets. Measures 14 1/2 ‘ x
12’ x 4’
-Imported $35.00

Helmet Bags:

Z9146
Pilot’s Silk Scarf
Inspired by heroic flying daredevils like ‘Lindbergh’, ‘Earheart’, and ‘Terry & the Pirates’
while a long a silk scarf waved through the air.
The 6’ long by 11’ wide, 100% silk romantic
scarf is the perfect additon for any flight jacket.
-Imported
$38.00
M1994
U.S. Air Force & US Army Gogles
Worn by pilots from 1944- 1950 in Korea then
later adopted by U.S. armored corps as standard
goggles. Fitting over standard sized eyewear,
complete with a black elastic headband, these
goggles are perfect for modern and aviation eye
protection.
$75.00

Gloves:

Z99I005
Helmet Bag
A perfect flyer’s storage kit
for helmet, gloves, and oxygen
mask is conveniently padded
complete with a sturdy brass
zipper. $78.00

Z99G015
Aviator’s Helmet Bag
The perfect flyer’s storage kit for helmet, gloves,
and oxygen mask is conveniently padded. Perfect for
laptops and modern day use.
imported $47.00

Z99G013
Vintage Pearl Harbor
Mussette Bag
Cotton canvas w/ leather buckle
straps adorned with a “Remember
Pearl Harbor” embroidered insignia.
Measures
10’ x 12’ x 3’ -Imported. $33.00

Both Helmet Bags measure 18 1/2’, 19’. 6’- styles available in
Olive & Black

Duffel Bag

www.cockpitusa.com

Aviator Caps

Z99G017
Top Gun Carry Bag
The Mil Spec nylon on board carry all
is great for modern gym and overnight
use. Complete with web straps and
tough nylon zip closure & authentic Top
Gun Jacket patches- Imported. $39.00

800.354.5514

Z99E007A
Army Carpenter’s Bag
Made of a WWII military blanket,
sturdy framed construction, and natural leather straps. (While supplies last)
Measures 16’, 15 1/2’, 5 1/2’
$125.00
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Z99E002
Barnstomer Aviator Cap
Patterned after the original flight helmets worn by open
cockpit pilots in the1920’s and 30’s. Lined with leather
sherpa lined and originally created by WWI aces suchas Red
Barron and available in Brown & Black- imported.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL $99.00

Z8511
Army Air Force ‘50 Mission Crush Cap’
Worn by Air force pilots & crewmen who prefered this handsome
cap rather then a helmet. By removing the inside support ring
from the cap they could fit earphones on top, hence the nickname
“crush cap”. Available in Pacific Khaki cotton or Olive melton
serge wool. Featuring reinforced visor, a strap w/ brass authentic
buttons, alonside an authentic brass officers U.S. cap eagle crest,
complete with a sturdy headliner, and perforated sweatband for
breatheability and a comfortable fit.
Cotton Khaki: Z8511
Olive Wool: Z8511T
Sizes: S, M, L, XL $99.00
Z99M001

Z99M002

Z99E001
Unisex Nomex Pilot Gloves
Worn by U.S. Air Force, Navy Pilots, and
armored vehicle crewmen of Bradley’s, Strikers,
and LAV’s as well as Special Operations Forces
in current hot zones. Lambskin palms offer complete tactile touch while fire retardnt knitted
Nomex protects the upper hand and thumb.
Available in: Tan/Tan, Grey/ Sage, Black/
Black, and Black/ Sage.
Sizes: 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 , 11, and 12
(smaller sizes unisex)
Imported- $45.00
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15 West 39th Street
12th Floor
New York, NY 10018

30 DAY ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

To order call Toll-Free
1-800-354-5514 Fax: 212-575-1636
www.cockpitusa.com

We want you to be 100% satisfied with our Cockpit USA catalog
merchandise. If not, please return to us your unworn or unused
purchase, complete with original hang tags attached. Returns must
be made within 30 days for a refund or exchange. Please return via
insured and pre-paid UPS or U.S. mail for your protection. Sorry
we cannot accept returns of custom orders. Sincerely, Jeff & Jacky
Clyman.

For Customer Srvice
Call 212-575-1616 Ext. 29
or Mailorder@cockpitusa.com

ORDER BY:
Name: _______________________________

Please Ship To: (If different then ordered by)
Name: _______________________________

Address _______________________________

Address _______________________________

Province/postal code ____________________

Province/postal code ____________________

City, State, Zip ________________________

City, State, Zip _________________________

Phone#_______________________________

Phone#_______________________________

Email Address __________________________

Email Address __________________________

ITEMS I’D LIKE TO PURCHASE:
Pg# Qty

Item#

Description

Size

Color

Price Each

Total Price

HOW TO ORDER

BY MAIL: Fill out the order form completely. Be sure to include
your name, address, email and daytime telephone number in case we
have a question or a problem delivering your order.
BY TELEPHONE: For fast service, call toll-free at 1-800-354-5514.
Before you call, please fill out the order form, and have your credit
card, security number and expiration date handy. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s.
BY FAX: Fax your order to us anytime at 1-212-575-1636. Please
enter your credit card number, 3-4 digit verification number on back
of card, expiration date, and sign the order form where indicated.
Fax orders must include a daytime phone number for verification
or the order will not be processed. Please allow 24 hours for order
processing.
BY WEBSITE: You may also order directly from our website at
www.cockpitusa.com. Or email your order to mailorder@cockpitusa.com.

ORDER PROCESSING AND
DELIVERY INFORMATION

I’D LIKE TO PAY BY THE FOLLOWING:
VISA

MASTERCARD

MONEY ORDER (US$ ONLY)
CARD ACCOUNT NUMBER

DISCOVER
CHECK (US$ ONLY)

We strive to process all orders within 24 business hours of receipt.
Merchandise will ship upon credit card approval. In order to provide
total client satisfaction, we use the following carriers for delivery.
UPS and the U.S. Postal Service. We strongly request that a business
address be used for delivery. Sorry, we do not deliver on Saturdays
and we do not deliver to P.O. Boxes, however we offer free shipping to all APO and FPO as our way of thanking our servicemen and
women for their services on behalf of our country.

Sub Total
AMERICAN EXPRESS
GIFT CERTIFICATE

EXP. DATE

CCID#

Enclose your personal check or charge information as indicated above. Make
checks payable to Cockpit USA.

U.S. Shipping & Handling:
Additional Freight:
2nd Day (add $30.00)
Next Day Air (Add $60.00)
Applicable Sales Tax:
(New York Shipments Only)

Total amount

Signature of Authorized Buyer

We take care to insure that colors in our catalog are as true as possible and that the information contained therein is accurate. However, we not responsible for printing
errors, omissions or color variations due to the printing process. We sometimes find it necessary to ship partial shipments

SHIPPING & HANDLING
(for the continental USA)

Orders up to $50.00…………………….$9.95
Orders of $50.01 to $100.00…………..$13.95
Orders of $100.01 to $200.00…………$15.95
Orders of $200.01 to $300.00…………$18.95
Orders of $300.01 to $500.00…………$19.95
Orders of $500.01 to $700.00…………$28.95
Orders of $700.01 to $900.00…………$35.95
Orders of $900.01 and up …………please call

STORE ADDRESSES
Cockpit USA Retail Store

652 Broadway, New York, NY 10012
1-212-254-4000

American Airpower Museum Store

at Republic Airport
1230 New Highway, Farmingdale, Long Island, NY 11735
info@AmericanAirpowerMuseum.com
1-631-454-2039

CALCULATE SHIPPING
A. Total Price of Items Ordered
B. Add Shipping and Handling from
Below Continental USA only (Alaska,
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico please add
$30.00 to shipping and handling below).
C. Shipping and Handling for Canada
Add 15% to line A (Ground shippment)
D. Express Delivery, Continental USA
Only (Merchandise Cannot ship before
credit card verification) 2nd day add
$30.00 to shipping and next day add
$60.00 to shipping and handling
E. Subtotal: Add A Thru D
F. International Delivery-Shipping &
Handling (See below)
G. Add Sales Tax to Subtotal
(for New York Addresses Only)

H. GRAND TOTAL: E Thru G

INTERNATIONAL AND
SPECIAL SHIPING

All other foreign orders add 30% of
“Total Price of Item” estimated, for
handling and insurance in the box
marked for additional shipping.
Duties, Brokerage, Fees and Taxes are
paid by the customer. Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico please add $30.00 to
base shipping & handling listed. WE
HAVE FREE SHIPPING TO ALL
APO and FPO ADDRESSES as our
way of thanking our servicemen and
women for their sacrifices on behalf of
our country. If not clear call 1-800354-5514 for exact shipping charges.

MAIL LIST PREFERENCE

The information that you give us and information about your order
may be used to make future marketing efforts more efficient. This information may also be shared with other marketers to bring you offers
of interest. If you prefer that we do not share your name and address
with other marketers, please mention this when you order or email us
at mailorder@cockpitusa.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
For additional questions about availability, size, color, etc,
please call our customer service number 1-212-575-1616
x29 or x25. Mail correspondence to: Cockpit USA, 15 West
39th street 12th Floor, New York, NY 10018. You can also
email us at mailorder@cockpitusa.com.
PRICING

Prices quoted for all merchandise in this catalog are subject to change
without notice. Prices in our catalog may differ from the prices in our
Cockpit USA retail stores or on our Website.

EXCHANGES OR RETURNS
If a return or exchange is necessary, please contact our
Customer Service Department at 1-212-575-1616 x29 or x25 or
email mailorder@cockpitusa.com. Please make sure all returns
are properly packaged, securely wrapped, prepaid and insured.
CORPORATE OR BULK DISCOUNT
PROGRAMS (ASI #43022)

Cockpit USA offers a 15% discount off regular prices on purchases of
6 or more (per Order) of any individual item in our catalog. We can
also customize our stock jackets for those sales meetings or special
events. To confirm availability and prices for larger quantities, please
call 1-212-575-1616 x14 or email jacky@cockpitusa.com.

Personalized Leather Name Tag
Why not personalize your beautiful leather jacket with a custom 2”x 4” leather name tag. Each name tag is engraved with gold or silver foil
and can contain up to 18-20 block Letters including spaces. Each name tag is sewn through the jacket and inside lining. We suggest you
try on the jacket before the name tag is sewn on as we cannot exchange or credit a personalized jacket. $18.00 for nametag only, $28.00 for
nametag and sewing.
Our 30 Day Guarantee does not apply to imprinted or customized jackets. All these sale are final.

Send a Catalog to a friend
Name: _______________________________ 			
Address _______________________________
Province/postal code ____________________ 		
City, State, Zip _______________________________
Phone#_______________________________			
Email Adress ___________________________

15 West 39th Street
12th Floor
New York, NY 10018
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